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Ans'A'er Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any-four from the rest.
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Answer the following questions : (2x10)
a) What do you mean.by share qualification? What happens in the absence of

such qualification?
b) Explain about the resolutions requiring special notice.
c) Under what circumstances court will compulsorily dissolve a company?

d) Distinguish between coercion and undue influence with examples.
e) A minordoes not have licence to cheat. What are its legaf implications?
f) What are the occasions for the court to refuse demand for specific

performance by the opponent?
g) What are the rights of a finder of goods?
h)  Explain the circumstances under which the contract of  agency cannot be

discharged?
i)  Explain FOR.C&F and CIF contracts,
j)  Explain the contract of service and contract for service.

Q2 Fill up the blanks in the following questions. (2x10)
a) When the contract is perfectly valid but cannot be enforced because of some

technical defects, it is called as .
b) An application filed by aprospective applicant to a company is an example of -

c) Fiduciary relations is all about the relationship of and .

e) Any increase of profit from the goods bailed belongs to .
f) The goods which are to be produced by the seller after making of the contract

is known as .

g) The unpaid seller can exercise the right of lien over the goodswhere he has
possession of the goods in the capacity as .

h)  Risk of loss on insolvency of the buyer is borne by .
i)  An appeal filed with State Commission or National Commission shall be heard

as expeditiously as possible and efforts shall be made to dispose the appeal
within a period of .

j)  prospectus is issued in order to test the market before finalizing
the issue size and price.

Q3 . a)"""AII contracts are agreements, but all agreements are not contracts. Discuss (7.5)

wjth examples.

b)  Distinguish between void agreement and voidable contract with examples.  (7.5)
Also explain unilateral contract and bilateral contract
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1Q4 a). -^piain the legal rules regarding consideration with examples (7.5)

%bf  What do you mean by no consideration no contract? Are there any exception  (7.5)

to thisjfule? 'Explain withexamples.
..*y >@@@ @@

Q6 ahv^Vhat do you mean by breach of contract? What remedies are available to the (7.5)
"aggrieved party?

b)  What are the varieties of damages one aggrieved party can claim for? (7.5)

Q6 a)  What is a bailment contract? Explain the rights of bailor and bailee? (7.5)

@ b)  Discuss.,the concept of possessory lien. How can a lien get-terminated? (7.5)

Q7 a)  Discuss the rules regarding delivery of goods with examples (7.5)

b)  What is the meaning of Nemodat quod non habet? Explain the exceptions if  (7.5)
any.

Q8 Write short notes on any two . ' . (7.5x2)
a) Features:of a company @@-@@ -

b) Unfair Trade Practices
c) Contents of Memorandum of Association.

-
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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Answer the following questions: ?' @@' >  (2x10)

a) How can a Management Accountant help in formulating a strategy?
b) What is the relevant range? How does the relevant range explain cost

behavior?
c) Distinguish between invetoriable costs and period costs.
d) Could a company producing multiple products compute its break even point?

How?
e) Define cost pool, cost tracing, cost allocation and cost allocation base.
f) What is an activity based approach to designing a costing system? .@@@-

g) What factors reduce the effectiveness of the companies' budgeting?
h)  Distinguish between a favourable variance and an unfavourable variance in

terms of cost and revenue,
i)  What are the factors that affect the break-even point under variable costing

and absorption costing?
j)  Describe two potential problems that should be avoided in relevant cost

analysis?

Q2 Fill up the blanks in the following questions. (2x10)
a) A cost that is computed in advance before production starts is .

b) Cost accounts should provide information which would enable the
management to fix remunerative .

c)  costs are not assigned to the product but are charged as expenses
against revenue.

d) Under ABC analysis, A stands for items.
.... e)  When contract is not complete at the end qf-the financial year, loss on

incomplete contract is transferred to .
f) The cost unit in an electric generating company is .where as in a

hospital it is .
g) Avoidable losses arising from the nature of the production process is termed

as and unavoidable loss is .
h)  Marginal costing does not include cost.
i)  A written document that guides the executive in preparing budgets is termed

j)  Shortcomings of the traditional budget is rectified by -budget.

Q3 a) X ltd. has been offered a choice to buy either Machine A or Machine B. You (7.5)
are required to compute

BEPforeach of the machines
The level of sales at which both the machines can earn equal profits
The range of sales at which one machine is more profitable than the other.
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The relevant data are as fallows:

Machine A d
Annual outputs in units 12,000 12,000
Fixed cost 30,000 16,000
Profit above the level of production 30,000 24,000
The market price is expected to be Rs 10. OO-.per unit. .-@@. :,;

b) The profit/volume ratio ofX ltd is 50% and the margin of safety is 40%.You (7.5)
are required to compute the net profit is sales volume is Rs 50,000.

Q4 a) SP Ltd's selected data for the month of august related to current year are (10)

presented below (in thousand repees):
Beginning work - in progress inventory  2,000

Beginning.directmaterialsinventory 900 ; ,.
Direct materials purchased 3,600

Direct materials used 3,750
Variable manufacturing overhead 2,500
Total manufacturing overhead 4,800
Total manufacturing cost 16,000
Cost of goods manufactured 16,500

Cost of goods sold 17,000
Ending finished goods inventory 1,250
Calculate the following costs:
a)Direct Materials Inventory as on 31st august.
b)Fixed manufacturing overhead costs for aug
c)Direct manufacturing labour cost for aug

d)Work in progress inventory as 31st aug
e)Goods available for sale in aug
f)finished goods inventory as on 31st aug

b) What are the factors that affect the classification of cost as direct or indirect ? (5)

Q5 a)  What are the different costing methods available? Name the industries which (5)

use these costing methods?

b) From the following data relating to two different vehicles A and B, compute the '  (10)

You are to charge interest on cost oT venicies ax 070 pei an num. i nn vĝ M^
nm onmiipt? nprhnuron an average.

AnnualMileagerun
Costofvehicles
AnnualRoadLicence

Annual GarrageRent
AnnualSupervision,Salariesetc

DriveFWageperhour
Costofpetrolperlitre <;

Repairchargespermile
Tyreallocationpermile
Estimatedlifeofthevehicle

'A
15,000
25,000
750
700
600
1200
8

@60

20
0.20
0.80
1lakhmiles

6000
15,000
750
400
500
1200
8

:-60
20 @
0.20
0.60
75,000miles
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Q6 Discuss the following terms with appropriate rormuiaaiiu uiayiani:., n on,. ,.-,

BEP
Margin of safety
Key factor
PA/ Ratio
Sensitivity analysis

Q7 a) A glass manufacturing company requires you to calculate and present the (10)
budget for the next year from the following information:
Sales:
a.Toughened glass Rs 3,00,000
u owT@mhon0d nlassRsfi On 000

b) Distinguish between ideal standard ana normal stanuuiu.

Q8 Write short notes on any TWO :
a) Importance of sales variance
b) Secondary distribution of overhead
c) Job Costing vs Process costing
H\ hipntives of material control

(5)

(7.5x2)

DirectMaterialCost

FactqryOverheads
IndirectLabourWorksManager

Depreciationonmachinery

RepairsandMaintenance
Othersundries
Administration,Sellingand
DistributionExpenses

60%ofsales
20,,workersatRs150.permonth

2.5%onsales

10%ondirectwages
Rs14,000peryear
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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Answer the following questions: (2x10)

a) How do you classify entrepreneurship?
b) Define the small scale business unit in India?
c) What is the meaning of "replicable" in the context of business model for a

startup"?
d) What is business incubation?
e) What are the different forms of incubation centers?
f) Why is commercialization of technology necessary? @ -@

g) What is intrapreneurship?
h) What is the difference between start up and business incubation?
i) What is disruptive technology?
j) What is start up culture?

Q2 Fill up the blanks in the following questions. (2x10)

b) An incubator provides to a start up at an affordable, cost.

e)  and frame the Industrial policies of the country as well as
state.

g) An entrepreneur learns from both and of his venture.

h)  is the organization in the government sector which supports and
promotes entrepreneurship in India.

i)  The phases of development of a startup are .
j)  Virtual Business Incubation means .

Q3 a)  "Entrepreneurs are made not born" Comment on this statement and outline (7.5)
various traits of a successful entrepreneur.

b) Do you agree that the entrepreneurs are change agents? Justify your answer.  (7.5)

Q4 a) What do you mean by a business plan? Consider yourself as a small scale (7.5)
manufacturer, prepare a business plan highlighting on its various
components.

b)  Discuss the environment clearance procedure for starting a small enterprise. (7.5)
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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Explain the following: @'-@ @  (2x10)

a) Short sell and long buy
b) EIC analysis
c) Types of Speculators.
d) Gambling vsinvestmentvs speculation
e) Support and Resistance patterns
f) Stop orders
g) Riskless borrowing and lending
h) Capital Market line ;* :'
i) Systematic and Unsystematic risk
j) Problems with frequent portfolio revision

Q2 Fill up the blanks in the following questions. (2x10)

a) In a fully diversified portfolio the relevant measure of risk is .

- portfolio.
1  c)  A Portfolio Manager's predictive ability is known from the use of ratio.

return.
e) Dow theory was developed to explain .
f) All available information is reflected in form of efficient market.
g) History repeats itself is the fundamental notion in @analysis.
h)  Candlestick with a long body and without shadow is a .
i)  An investor has a portfolio with the combination of stocks and bonds in the

ratio of 75:25.He is @in portfolio management.  "
j)  Company X Ltd has a beta of 1.5. the expected return is 15 % and the risk

free interest rate is 5%. The market Return is %.

Q3 a)  Explain the theoretical  foundation in Markowitz model, bringing out the (10)
concepts of opportunity set of portfolio, efficient frontier and limitation. Don't

forget to show graphical presentation.
b)  How many parametersmust be estimated to analyse the risk return of a (5)

portfolio of  40 shares asper Markowitz model  and Sharpe'ssingle index
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Strategic Financial Management (SFM)
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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Answer the following questions: (2x10)

a) Write two activities that are not called "Corporate Restructuring".
b) What is buyback of shares? Why companies re-purchase its own share?

c) What are the tools used in Financial Engineering?
d) What do you mean by absolute control over a company in acquisition?
e) What is a special purpose vehicle? Give at least two examples such SPV

operating in Odishaf) What is a balance scorecard? What are its advantages?

g) What do you mean by benchmarking?

h) What is divesture?i)  What do you mean by vertical merger and reverse merger?

j)  What is a strategic alliance?
Q2 Fill up the blanks : (2x10)

a) Strategic financial management is a combination of and .
b) Organic growth is achieved by and external growth is achieved

uy .

d)  shows the action taken by management to reduce manpower drastically
e)  represents a hybrid investment in the sense that it combines the

features of both equity and debt.f) The process through which a company reorganizes its debt obligations is

known as .g) If a listed company offers to exchange the securities at a higher quoted price

is known as .h) Ina bid of takeover if a company gives existing shareholders a right to buy
shares at a price lower than market price it is the case of .

i)  Under strategy, the firm moves into new activities with or without

experience.

Q3 a) What are the various methods of acquiring control over a target company? (7.5)
@@-@-'@-- (7.5)
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Q4 a)  List and explain the various methods used for "financial evaluation" of target  (7.5

company with respect to mergers and acquisitions.
b)  Define the term "Restructuring". List and elaborate on the various reasons /  (7.5;

motives behind corporate restructuring.

Q5 a)  Distinguish between spin offs and split offs. How these forms of corporate (7.5)

restructuring are different or similartoequity carve out?
b)  What are the defensive measures used against Anti takeover bids? Explain  (7-5)

each with examples.

26 State and explain the broad categories of strategic financial decisions that are (15)

normally made by financial managers of an organization. .

37 a)  What do you mean by LBO? Explain in detail how does it take place? (7.5)
b)  What is MBO? Explain in detail the friendly and hostile MBO. What are the (7.5)

advantages and disadvantages of MBO?

8 Write short notes on any TWO : (7.5x2)
a) SBU
b) EVA @:  @

c) White knight
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nswer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.-  .
..... Ttie figures in trig right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Answer the following questions :
a) What categories of investors / traders use derivatives?
b) A rice farmer is happy to note that the price per kg for the type of rice that his farm

produces is around Rs.15 now. However, the farmer will get the corps only after two
months. He fears that the prices might fall in the meantime. How can the fanner use

forwards to reduce his risk?
c) Will forwards always result in profit? Under what circumstances will a trader feel that

he would have been better off without the forward?
d) What is margin? Is this applicable only to futures contracts?

e) What is basis risk? Is it important in hedging?
f) What is convergence? Why does it occur?
g) How are options different from futures?
h)  Is buying the call same as writing a put?
i)  Under what circumstances are : (a) a short hedge and (b) a long hedge suitable ?

@@>, j)  Name stock exchanges.where derivatives are traded injndia. @@

Q2 a)  In index futures, the spot value is represented by .
b) The principle of convergence is useful in .
c) When the basis weakens futures price the spot price.
d) The maximum amount that a person can gain from a European call is .
e) It is not possible to determine maximum losses in (strangle/ straddle/spread)

;-., If stock price is 30,present value of exercise price is 25,. and call  price.js 6, the

f) If  stock price is 30,present value of exercise price is 25 and call  price is 6, the

g) The maximum number of periods for which the binomial model can be used for price

i)  Margins are levied in futures contract from of futures
i)  In a @--portfolio,a different set of assets is used involvinĝ the same investment.

(2x10)

(2x10)

(7.5)Q3 a)  Explain the features of an OTC market. What are the advantages or UI (J contract vis-  \  .0)
a-vis exchange traded contracts?

b)  Briefly discuss the factors contributing to the growth of financial derivatives (7.5)

Sketch the polar plots i) G(s)H(s) = 7-^ ii) G(s)H(s)= ^ ! p@

1 + ST SQ.+ ST)

Sl
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Q4 a)  From the following information find the value of a forward contract:  @@@@ @/

Date of contract: 1st April, 2014 ;  @
Date of maturity: 31s1 December2014
Forward price as on 1st April 2014 with expiry date 31st December 2014: Rs.20,000/-
Forward price as on 1st July 2014 with expiry date 31st December 2014: Rs.25,600/-.

,, ''" Rate of interest: 6%  ;:i; rM '"' '"'
^'JO  b)  What is margin money? What are different forms of margin money?

(7.5)

(7.5)

Q5 a)  Calculate the profit or loss from the following transactions: (7.!

Spot price: Rs.31,000 ' :  .: @ .

Interest Rate: 7% per annum
Storage cost: 3% of commodity per annum

":" Transportation cost: Nil  '"' '"'-'@ ""

Use cost of carry model.
b)  What is option moneyness? Explain the following concepts in context of option  (7.5

moneyness.
In-the-money, Out-of-the money, At the money

Q6 a)  What are the different types of financial derivatives? Explain their features in brief. (7.5̂
There are three major participants in derivative markets. They are Hedgers,

:-@ b)  Speculators and Arbitrageurs. Explain their'functions with suitable examples1.'' (7.5J

Q7 a)  Briefly explain the following arbitrage strategy of cost-of-carry model: (7.5)
Cash-and-carry arbitrage
Reverse cash-and-carry arbitrage.

b)  Determine the futures price from the following data : (7.5)
Sport price of the commodity = Rs.90,000
Storage cost = 6% p.a. of spot price

-@- Insurance-cost ''@@"@ '  = 4%:p;a. of spot price'" "@@@

Transportation cost = 3% (fixed)
Financing cost = 12% p.a.
Carry period = 6 months
Use cost-of-carry model.'

|8 What is Black-Scholes formula for option pricing ? What are the assumptions ? (15)
,.., Discuss.,, .@ ,,,, ,,,, ..,.,
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Q6 a) HRM in retailing is a crucial factor in the success of it. What is your take on it? (7.5)
b) How should one use instruments of HRM in a store like Pantaloon? (7.5)

Q7 a) What role consumer behavior plays in retail buying situations? (7.5)
b) Apply decision process approach in impulse buying in the retail store? (7.5)

Q8 Write short answer on any TWO: (7.5x2)

a) Store image management
b) Retailing Ethics
c) Store
d) Formats
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Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1

Q2

(2x10)

stage of

Q3

Q4...

Answer the following questions : (2x10)

Drive is an stimulus
Elderly parents with dependent College-going children belong to stage of
Family Life Cycle.

Gestalt stands for : "

Answer the following Questions : (2x10)
What is Limen?
WhatisVALS?
What is meant by intervening variables?
What is Acculturation?
What is understood by Stimulus Ambiguity?
Who is an Opinion Leader?
What is meant by Reinforcement in Learning?
What is the role of a Subculture?
What is meant by Innovation?
What represents a human mind in Consumer Behavior? @ :

KTMMotorbikesis planning to launch a 650cc mobike to cater to the needs of the (15)
Indian market. It is priced at Rs. 6.5 Lakhs. Give your own estimation of  its

acceptability in the market. Considering the other parallel products available, what in
your view would be the response of the market to the KTM mobike? Analyze your
answer from consumer behavior perspectives.

(15)

a) Explain Personality and its role in Consumer Behavior with example.
b) How does Personality affect in purchases of LED televisions?

Q5 a)  What are the elements of Decision Process Approach?

b)  In the purchase of gym equipment, how is the process applied?

(7.5)
(7.5)

(7.5)

(7.5)

?



Mdl'fpfa)  -flow do Bachelorhood purchase decisions differ from those of Honeymooners? Why? (7.5)
.', .- b), -How do you explain purchases of FMCDs in the different stages of Full Nest in the (7.5)

Family Life Cycle?

Q7 a) Explain the role of Social Media in the promotion of Government programs?
b) Do they really help the government? Elaborate with example.

Q8 Answer any TWO :
a) Cognitive Theory
b) Nicosia Model
c) Black Box Model.

(7.5)
(7.5)

(7.5x2)
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Q5** .,Draw the Gap Model and explain various types of gaps in delivery of services
'V îjjjf/suitable examples. Also state the advantage and limitation of the Gap

Model.

Q6

Q7

Q8

"Consumers have a more difficult time evaluating and choosing services than
goods". Explain the service decision making process highlighting how different
is it from thafaof goods.  @< ;*.@.

(15)

"Matching capacity and demand is difficult in service marketing as services (15)
cannot be stored". Explain different strategic approaches for managing supply
and demand for services.

(15)

Many banks are now targeting high net worth individuals for expending their  (15)
business. In view of customer life time value, design various components of
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) to establish long term relationship
with this target segment.
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Compensation Management (CM) '_ ,̂
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Q.CODE: B686

Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Answer the following questions :
a) Basic compensations given to employees as salaries or wages are called

base pay B) wages C) variable pay D)salaries
b) Compensation given with base pay linked to individual team or organizational

performance is classified as
variable pay B) salaries C) base pay D) wages

.  c)  Most common and usual form of direct compensation paid in-organizations is

base pay and benefits B) base and variable pay C) variable pay and benefits D) all

of above
d) Wages usually adjusted for the prevailing rate of inflation is

A) Real wage B) Fair wage C) Minimum wage D) Living wages
e) Stock option and profit sharing plans are examples of

Base salary B) short term incentive plan C) Long term incentive plan D) All of the

above
;,, f)  Provision for cars, parking lots and membership in country club are examples of

A)lncentives B) Perks C) Executive compensation D) Fringe benefits
g)  Which of the following factors is not an external influencing factor in wages and salary

administration?
A) Cost of living B) Labour legislations C) Labour market conditions D) Ability to pay

h)  Providing equal pay forjobs of equal nature based on job evaluation ensures
in  Compensation administration

A) External equity B) Internal equity C) Neutrality D) None of the above
@,. i)  The amount of wage fixed fora unit of time fixed on the basis of job evaluation

standards is called
A) Standard wage rate B) wage rate C) incentive wage D) Statutory minimum wage

j)  Various extra benefits provided to employees in addition to the compensation paid in
the form of wage or salary is termed as :
Incentives B) Fringe benefits C) Wage incentives D) Bonus

Q2 Answer the following Questions :
.., a) What arejhe advantages of a fair compensation sytem

b) What is meant by job based pay, skill based pay and competency based pay
c) What do you mean by the term rewards and incentives
d) What is compensation survey
e) Human resource Department plays a crucial role in wage and salary administration

of a firm, Comment
f) List out few external factors influencing wage and salary administration
* -awh^t ic timî  ratA ̂ vqt̂ m of waae Davment

(2x10)

(2x10)

L?)
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Q5

Q6

37

a?.,

h)  Explain the benefits of linking pay to performance
i)  What does external and internal equity mean in compensation system
j)  Explain Executive compensation

Discuss the factors influencing wage and salary structure? Throw light on the
principles of wage and salaries administration.

(15)
Do you think that non-financial motivators can work more effectively when integrated  (15J
with financial  rewards in a total  reward process? Give reasons to support your
example with suitable example. @

What are the different elements of the total compensation ? Is it all about salary only ? (15)
Discuss.,, How is skill  ,based compensation different from competency, related
compensation.

Distinguish between fair wage and living wage . Explain various theories of wages in  (15)
brief
What is job evaluation ? Explain the objectives of job evaluation . What are the (15)
techniques do you adopt to evaluate the jobs

lA/hat are the major objectives of incentive,schemes. Explain Halsey and Rowan plan  (15)
with examples
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@  ,g) @. Is appraising potential  more difficult than appraising performance ? Justify your
@ '' answer

h)  List-out some common rating errors
i)  How performance management helps in employee skill development
j)  @ What is meant by graphic rating scale

Q3 No organization can survive without improving its performance. Do you agree ? (15)
Describe the concept of performance management system.

Q4 Explain with the help of appropriate examples how important is job evaluation for  (15)
developing a compensation structure for the employees in an organization. Examine
the different methods of job evaluation and suggest the most suitable method for
managing a motivated work force in a competitive environment.

Q5 With reference to performance appraisal / assessment, explain the following (15)
a)Management by Objectives b) 360 degree appraisal

Q6 Your organization is considering implementing a team performance management  (15)
system and has asked you as a HR Manager to provide information on what type of
performance dimensions should be used to measure team performance. Write an
exhaustive note on the recommended performance dimensions to be considered.

Q7 Define and explain the concept of  Reward management. What are the major  (15)
objectives and components of a reward system. What does group incentive mean ?
Give some examples.

nfi r~..-<-@-     @@Q8 Explain the concept of Balance Score Card in detail

(15)
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b) Write a brief  note on maternity benefits with reference to Maternity Benefit  (7.5)

Act,1961.
Q4 a) Discuss the provisions on fixing of minimum rates of wages and cognigencef of  (7.5)

offence according to Minimum Wages Act,1948.b) Explain the provisions on calculation of bonus according to Payment of Bonus (7.5)

Act,1965.
Q5 a)  Briefly discuss the "Contributions" with reference to chapter 4 of Employee's (7.5)

State Insurance Act,1972.b) Describe the Employees' Pension Scheme as per the provision of Employees'  (7.5)

Q8 Write shorts on ̂ ny i muj .
a) Provisions of lay-off
b) Golden handshake
ri Safety provisions in factory

(7.5)

b) Write a note on the legai piuvisiuns lu *,@,..,.@... ...conditions of temporary disablement, permanent disablement and death.

Q7 a)  Explain the dispute settlement machinery as per Industrial dispute Act,1947. (7.5)
@' b)  Discuss :the legal  provisions for registration and recognition of trade union  (7.5)

@ @ @ - - ft _a ̂  me

(7.5 x 2)
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3rd Semester Regular Examination 2U1/-1B
SupplyXhain Management (SCM)  @ :

BRANCH: MBA
Time: 03 Hours
Max Marks: 100
Q.CODE: B693

Answer Question No.1 and 2 which are compulsory and any four from the rest.
The fiaures in the riqht hand margin indicate marks.

Q1 Answer the following questions :
a) A encompasses all activities associated with the flow and transformation of

goods from raw material stage.through to the end user ,as well as the associated

information flows.
b) A supply chain includes the chain of entities involved in the planning, procurement,

production and of products and services.
c) In a supply chain, materials flows in one direction while from in both direction.
d) A supply chain is essentially asequencyof and customers.
e) The time gap between placing of an order and receive of an order is called .
f) To reduced inventory management costs, many companies use a system called@.
M mfers to variabilitv in demand orders among supply chain participants.

Q2

Q3

b)

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

i)
j)

b)

An automobile manufacturing company deciding to manuTacture us own iuueb emu
tyres is an example of integration.

PDCAwas developed by ..
Blue Dart Logistics is used party logistics.

Answer the following Questions :

State any two causes of bullwhip effect.
Explain benefits of cross docking ?
What are the different types of Supply Chain ?
What do you mean by Vendor Managed Inventory?
What do you mean by 4PL?
What do you mean by tailored customization?
What do you mean by segmented standardization
Explain the role of forward integration in SCM.
What do you mean by in bound logistics?
What is Push Pull  supply chain system. Why is it called Idea Mix?

Discuss the need of Supply Chain Management today.
"Thp nrimarv focus of SCM is customer centric demand planning". Comment.

b)  What is the core theme behind MRP?HowJl I system iscompierneiiLaiy iu ivir\

rnnrpnf 9

(2x10)

(2x10)

(7.5)
(7.5)

Q4 a)  What is the significance of lean manufacturing pnnosopny in suû asbiw oum v .-,

(7.5)

Q5 a)  Explain the push/pull view of the process within a supply cnain ana niusuaie u wmi an v .̂ ,
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b)  Discuss the critical steps involved in supplier evaluation and selection process

Q6 a)  Write short notes on any TWO :
i) Levels of supply chain
ii)  Supply chain information system
iii)  , 4 PL

b)  "Warehousing is becoming'an essential service for the industries". Comment.

Q7 Discuss the role of SCOR modelling in SCM performance measurement. Explain.

(7.5r

(7.5)

(7.5)

(15)
Q8 a)  Differentiate the traditional  balanced scorecard concept and the supply chain  (7.5)

balanced scorecard concept.

b)  What do you mean by GPS technology.Explain uses of GPS in Fleet Management. (7.5)
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2 t
@@@@- (a) \

b) i
I

(c) '

(d)

. @ (e>

(f)
(g)
(h)
W
(i)

Q3 (a)
(b)

Q4 (a)

(b)

Product.
(A) Independent
(B)Dependent
(C)Both I & II
(D)None of these .@@@ @-@
In system of inventory .Inventory cost will be more

(A)D
(B)Q
(C)P
(D) None of the Above
Answer the following Questions : (2x10)

What do you mean by Hedge Inventory? Give an example.""

if the transit time is 11 days and the annual demand for an item is 10,000
units ,What is the average annual inventory in transit.

What is an SKU?
I  Demand is 200 units a week, the lead time is 3 weeks and the safety stock is

300 units. Calculate the order point.
I  What is inventory catalogue and mention its list of items.

What are the various methods of disposal of surplus inventory?.

) What is VED analysis? Give an Example?

)  What do you mean by consignment stock?

)  What are the secondary output of inventory?

)  What are the three categories of stock out costs?

i)  Describe and compare-pull and push systems of inventory Management. (7.5)

))  Explain the procedures of vendor selection? (7.5)

i)  What is inventory valuation? What are the various methods of  inventory  (10)

valuation ?:>)  Find sales forecast for the year 2018,using least square method. (5)

Year  :@-.  2005 2006 2007 2008 ;2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Sales(OOO):  18  15  25  26  29  24  26  28  30

a) Define purchasing. Discuss the various methods of purchasing. (7.5)
b) What are the procedures involved in international buying ? (7.5)

a)  What do you mean by  classification of stores? Discuss the purpose of  (7.5)

maintaining proper system of store classification.
[b)  Discuss the various methods and techniques of codifying the stores.  ,@ (7.5)  ;

(a) What do you mean by  negotiation. Discuss the various techniques for  (7.5)

negotiating the price.(b) Discuss the principles and guidelines for spare parts management. (7.5)

Write Short note on any THREE : (5x3=15)

(a) Value analysis
(b) Make or buy decision @ ..-@ ,;

(c) JIT . ._ @ ^

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q8

(a)
(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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From the following-data, calculate control limits for Mean chart and Range Chart.  (7.5)
Plot the control chart and comment.

7

b)

Determine the control limits of  p charts and state whether the process is in control.

Write short notes on Double Sampling Plan.

What is FMEA? Explain the process of FMEA and also explain the advantages of
FMEA.
Explain different types of bench marking and also explain what .are the reasons for
benchmarking?

What are the tools and techniques involved in KA1ZEN ?Explain.
Explain the role of different team members in six Sigma.

Explain benefits of ISO 9000 certified Company
Explain basic structure of House of quality.

(7.5)

(7.5)
(7.5)

(7.5)
(7.5)

(7.5)
(7.5)

LotNo.

1
@2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

No.Ofdefectives

5
4 ,., i

3
5
4
6
9
15
11
6

LotNo.

11
.12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
,20

No.Ofdefectives

7
6@@_@

3
5
4
2
8
7
6
4-,,.

Q6

Q7

Q8

a)
b)

a)
b)

a)
b)
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